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I. INTRODUCTION

This report pertains to the combined airborne EM and 

magnetometer survey flown on behalf of Upper Canada Mines Limited 

over a group of claims in the Larder Lake Mining Division of 

Ontario.

The survey was flown between July 15th and July 21st, 

1964 by the Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited geophysically 

equipped Otter aircraft, (registration CF-IGM) based at Larder Lake.

Flight lines were oriented approximately N 15O E (astr.) 

and were spaced at 1/8-mile intervals. Geophysical data acquired 

within the claim block totals approximately 9 line miles.

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited personnel assigned 

to the project were as follows:

George A. Curtis

Dale Smith

K. McLeod

D. Graham

R. Sarsfield

D. J. Sarazin

G. Granger

P. Tallyhoe

W. G. Wieduwilt

Project Manager

Pilot

Navigator

Operator

Mechanic

Data Compiler

Draftsman

Data Chief

Geophysicist
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The project was supervised by A. R. Rattew, P.Eng., 

author of this report.

The EM data are presented on a Flan Map at the scale 

of l inch equals \ mile. An uncontrolled airphoto mosaic served 

as the base for this map.

Appendix l is a complete listing of all EM anomalies 

detected.

Appendix II describes the equipment, the records, the 

survey and map compilation procedures and the data presentation 

system.

II. GEOLOGY

The area is covered by the Ontario Department of Mines 

geological compilation map, 2046, published at a scale of l inch 

equals 4 miles.

The northern part of the claim group embraces part of a 

belt of rhyolite, trachyte, and acid pyroclastic rocks. The 

southern part of the group extends across the contact of a major 

belt of sedimentary rocks (conglomerate, greywacke, argillite and 

slate) with interbedded trachytic volcanics. A north-south fault 

is indicated along the Misema River which runs through the claim 

group.
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III. GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS

No airborne Ell anomalies were detected within the claim 

group. It cari) therefore, be concluded that there are no near- 

surface massive sulphide occurrences in the area unless they are 

of such length or orientation that they were not crossed by the 

l/8-mile-spaced flight lines.

Respectfully submitted,

OTTAWA, Ontario, 
July 2, 1965.

A. R. Rattew, P.Eng., 
Geophysicist*

CANADIAN AERO



l APPENDIX I 

PROJECT KO. 4033 - GAUTHIER TOWNSHIP AREA

Tin-Phase 
Anonialy Fiducial s Quad Altitude Magnetics Rate Comments

No EM anomalies detected.
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REPORT J
AIRBORNE MAGNETOM " ~~OF THE 33De4NWei64 63.1941 GAUTHIER 020

GAUTHIER^TOWNSHIP AREA, ONTARIO.
FOR 

UPPER CANADA MINES LIMITED.

I. INTRODUCTION

Between July 15th and July 21st, 1964, a combined airborne 

EM and magnetometer survey was flown by Canadian Aero Mineral 

Surveys Limited, on behalf of Upper Canada Mines Limited over a 

group of claims in the Larder Lake Mining Division of Ontario. 

This report pertains to the magnetometer phase of the programme.

II. SURVEY AND COMPILATION DETAILS

The survey was flown by the Canadian Ae o Mineral Surveys 

Limited geophysically equpped Otter aircraft, (registration CF-IGM), 

based at Larder Lake.

Flight line* were oriented approximately N15OE (astr.) 

and were spaced at 1/8 mile intervals. Geophysical data acquired 

within the claim groups totalled approximately 9 miles. Canadian 

Aero Mineral Surveys Limited personnel assigned to the project were 

as follows:

G. A. Curtin 
Dale Smith
K. McLeod
D. Graham
R. SarafleId
D. J. SaraEin
G. Granger

Project Manager
Pilot
Navigator
Operator
Mechanic
Data Compiler
Draftsman
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P. Tallyhoe - Data Chief

W. G. Wieduwllt - Geophysicist 
VI. Schuur - Geophysicist

The project was supervised by A. R. Rattew, P.Eng., author of this 

report.

The magnetometer used In this survey was the Elliott 

electron tube instrument. The measuring head, installed in the tail 

section of the Otter,, utilizes National Union Electron Beam tubes. 

Deflection of a beam of electrons by the magnetic field produces a 

differential current which flows between two cathode plates in 

the tube. This current Is amplified and the resultant voltage 

is proportional to the magnetic field. Two such tubes orient a 

third tub* by means of servo-mechanisms into the direction of 

the earth's total field. Total field is then cancelled electronically 

and variations in the total field are measured and recorded.

Three settings ace available providing full scale 

measurements of 500, 1,000, 2,500 and 5,000 gammas. The useable 

short-term sensitivity is approximately 5 gammas and the total 

dynamic range of the instrument is 50,000 gammas.

The magnetic profile is displayed in rectilinear form on 

an 8-inch Texas Instruments Rectilinear Recorder.
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The flight path of the aircraft is recorded by an 

Aeropath AS-5 continuous strip, 35 ion. camera* The camera is 

synchronised with the magnetometer record by means of a fiducial 

numbering system. Path recovery is accomplished by relating 

this strip film to an airphoto composite of the area. Identified 

points are designated by their fiducial numbers.

An overlay of the airphoto mosaic showing the recovered 

fiducial points, provides the base for the isomagnetic contour 

map. After a line-to-line comparison of the levels of the 

magnetic record to reduce all the profiles to the same base level, 

the profiles are transcribed from the tapes to the plan map. 

These data are then contoured at 50-gamma Intervals and drafted. 

The isomagnetic contours of the Gauthier Township Area are 

presented on a map at the scale of l" ** k mile*

lil. GEOLOGY

The area is covered by Map No. 50C, Township of Gauthier, 

accompanying the Fiftieth Annual Report of the Ontario Department 

of Mines, Volume L, Fart VIII, 1941. The southern five claims 

are underalin by acid volcanics, bordered in the north by a narrow 

band of coarse grained sediments of the Temiskamlng, The northern 

claims consist of Keewatin acid volcanics, with the exception of a 

small quartK porphyry intrusion in the west of the surveyed area. 

North of the claim group basic volcanics of the Keewatin occur. A



. A

north-south fault is indicated along the Mieema River which runs 

across the claim block.

IV. .DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The magnetic contour map shows clearly a division into 

three zones. To the north of the actual property the high 

magnetic pattern indicates the presence of intermediate to basic 

volcanlC8 t undoubtedly related to the mapped basic volcanics 

of the Keewatin.

South of this cone the quiet magnetic pattern is 

characteristic of acid volcanics and intrusive*. This zone 

corresponds well with the mapped zone of fragmetal lava, agglomerate 

and tuff of the Keewatin. From the magnetic results no distinction 

can be made between the quartz porphyry intrusive and the other 

igneous rocks in this zone. The zone of intermediate activity 

found over the southern five claims of the block reflects the acid 

volcanics of the Temiskaming which apparently have more magnetic 

expression than the acid volcanics of the Keewatin. A fault zone 

running approximately north-south along the Misema River is 

recognizable by an elongate,high which extends across the property. 

The location corresponds exactly with the assumed fault on the 

geological map.
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Summarizing, It can be said that a perfect natch exists bet 

ween the geology map and the magnetic map,

Respectfully submitted,

- ' i lf/^vrt.
OTTAWA, Ontario, A, R. Rattew, P 9 Eng., 
May 24, 1966. Geophysicist.



OF MINING RECORDER \1 32004NWei64 63.1941 GAUTHIER 900 

BOX 984. KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO

\*
ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

May

Mr. R. V. Scott,
Director,
Mining Lands Branch,
Ontario Department of Mines,
Parliament Buildings,
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

This is to advise that 360 days airborne geo 
physical work was reported on April 21st as 17*1 days 
work on each of mining claims L-67277*'to L-67291Kinclu- 
sive, L767lSOy L-67295Y L-6731d/ L-67319, L-72S33 and 
L~728#4 all situate in Gauthier township, and recorded 
in the name of Lake Beaverhouse Mines Limited.

Yours very truly,

PL/jb
P
Mininfe

fcee,
j Recorder.

MAY 61966 V.)



GAUTHIER

9104
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LEGEND

200

l A ANOMALY.

1 B ANOMALY. .

2 A ANOMALY. .

2 B ANOMALY . .

5 ANOMALY. .

X type ANOMALY

MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE . . . . .150 FEET

FLIGHT LINE SPACING. . . . . . . .1/4 MILE

RIVERS AND LAKES*. . . . . . .

HORIZONTAL CONTROL . . . . . . BASED ON

PHOTO LAYDOWN

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

GAUTHIER TWP. AREA
ONTARIO

UPPER CANADA MINES LTD

SCALE : l INCH * 1/4 MILE .opprox.)

CANADIAN AERO

OTTAWA a TORONTO, ONT.

(APPROX.)

C.A.M.S -4033
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LEGEND

CONTOUR INTERVAL.. .50 GAMMAS

500 GAMMA CONTOUR. . 

IOO GAMMA CONTOUR. .

25 GAMMA CONTOUR.. 

MAGNETIC LOW . . . . .

MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE.... .150 FEET

FLIGHT LINE SPACING. . . . . . . .1/8 MILE

RIVERS AND1 LAKES . . . . , . .

HORIZONTAL CONTROL . . . . . . BASED ON
PHOTO LAYDOWN

AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

GAUTHIER TWP. AREA
ONTARIO

UPPER CANADA MINES LTD.

SCALE : l INCH ^ 1/4 MILE (opprox.)

CANADIAN AERO

(APPROX.)

OTTAWA Q, TORONTO, ONT.

C.A.M.S.-4033


